
Tropical Paradise

Kit and Sam have an amazing holiday on a 
tropical island but it turns out that they still 

can’t escape the rain! 
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They decided to use their magic map to go to the 
island of Happa. When they arrived, the weather 
was sunny and Kit thought it was the hottest 
place that they had ever been! The golden sand 
was the softest they had ever felt and they built 
the biggest sandcastle ever with eight shells on. 
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Q5: Where did Kit and Sam spot 
the lizard?

 

Q6: Why did Kit and Sam decide it was 
time to go home?

 

??
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Kit and Sam were bored. It was the wettest 
weekend in a long time. They dreamed of being 
somewhere hot and sunny. Ben looked sadder 
than ever because he hadn’t been for a walk. 
While Mum took Ben out for a walk, Dad showed 
Kit and Sam Dad a website about tropical islands. 
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Kit and Sam paddled back up on to the sandy 
beach. They both agreed that it was the hottest 
holiday ever! As rain clouds appeared in the 
distance, they decided that it was time to get the 
map and go home.
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Q1: What did Kit and Sam dream about?

 

Q2: What was the weather like on 
Happa island?
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Next, Kit and Sam went looking for wildlife. They 
spotted a fast-moving lizard on a bumpy log and 
the fastest fish they had ever seen in the sea. It 
was a spikey, golden pufferfish. Kit told him a 
funny joke!
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All of a sudden, the weather changed. It got 
windy and much colder so they quickly searched 
for somewhere to shelter. Then, it started to rain! 
Oh no! Luckily they found a little hut and ran 
inside quickly, before they got any wetter!
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They met the kindest ice cream seller and they 
each bought a yummy ice cream. The hot air 
made it very runny. They did not want to try the 
muddy banana flavour! 
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Q3: Where did Kit and Sam shelter from 
the rain? 

 

Q4: What did Kit and Sam buy on 
the island?
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